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Minutes of Monday, October 16, 2017
SPECIAL MEETING
The Union County Board of Commissioners met in a special meeting on Monday, October 16, 2017, at 4:30 p.m. in the Human Resources
Training Room, Room 131, First Floor, Union County Government Center, 500 North Main Street, Monroe, North Carolina. The purpose
of the special meeting was for the Board to receive an update on the Compensation and Classification Study and for the Board, at the
conclusion of the Compensation and Classification Study presentation, to go into closed sessions in accordance with the General Statutes of
the State of North Carolina for the following purposes: 1) to discuss matters relating to the location or expansion of industries or other
businesses including agreement on a tentative list of economic development incentives in accordance with G.S. 143-318.11(a)(4); 2) to
establish, or to instruct the public body’s staff or negotiating agents concerning the position to be taken by or on behalf of the public body in
negotiating the price and other material terms of a contract or proposed contract for the acquisition of real property in accordance with G.S.
143-318.11(a)(5) in connection with the following property: property owned by Shirley S. Smith, Lovene S. Greene, Steven R. Simpson,
Deane S. Reid, and Troy W. Simpson, described by deed recorded in Book 1157, Page 663 of the Union County Registry, tax map number
08-051-010, for the possible use as a water treatment plant site for Union County Public Works; and 3) to consult with an attorney in order
to preserve the attorney-client privilege in accordance with G.S. 143-318.11(a)(3).
The following were
PRESENT:

Chairman Frank H. Aikmus, Vice Chairman Richard B. Helms, Sr., Commissioner Jerry B. Simpson, Commissioner
Lance Simpson, and Commissioner Stony D. Rushing

ABSENT:

None

ALSO PRESENT:

Cynthia A. Coto, County Manager; Lynn G. West, Clerk to the Board; Cynthia H. Fisher, Deputy Clerk to the Board,
Michelle Lancaster, Assistant County Manager; Michael James, Assistant to the County Manager; Jeff Crook,
Executive Attorney; Ed Goscicki, Executive Director, Public Works; Brian Matthews, Executive Director, Growth
Management; Jeff Caton, Executive Director, Community Services; Mark Watson, Executive Director, Human
Resources; Curtis Teague, Executive Director, Emergency Services; Vann Harrell, Tax Administrator; Richard G.
Long, Jr., County Attorney; Ron Mahle, Assistant Director, Monroe-Union County Economic Development; and
Nancy Berkley, Project Manager, Evergreen Solutions, LLC

At approximately 4:30 p.m., Chairman Aikmus convened the special meeting and recognized Cindy Coto, County Manager, for her
introductory comments.
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Mrs. Coto stated that today the Board would be receiving an update on the Compensation and Classification Study that the Board authorized
in the FY2017-18 budget and also appropriated funding in the current year’s budget for implementation of the study. She said there would
be three presenters today – Michael James, Assistant to the County Manager; Mark Watson, Executive Director of Human Resources, both
of whom served as co-project managers on the County staff; and Nancy Berkley, Project Manager, of Evergreen Solutions, the County’s
consultant who has done most of the work related to this study. Mrs. Coto recognized Mr. James for his comments.
Mr. James shared that staff has been working on the Compensation and Classification Study for approximately six months. He said staff
recently began receiving information from the consultant, and staff is providing the Board with an update regarding the study and is
requesting authorization to move forward. He reviewed the agenda for today’s meeting.
Mr. James stated he would be discussing the strategic initiatives being worked on by staff and explained that staff is working on several
deliverable projects designed to prepare the County for the future. He said he would provide a brief refresher to remind everyone what the
Compensation and Classification Study is about and what the study is trying to achieve and then will discuss today’s objectives. He said
Ms. Berkley will provide a company overview of Evergreen Solutions and discuss the methodology it brings to the project. He commented
that Ms. Berkley would discuss in detail how comparative agencies are determined, who the County competes against in the market, and
who the County competes with for labor. He said Ms. Berkley would also provide a status update of what has been done to date and what is
upcoming. He stated Mr. Watson will close today’s presentation by discussing the County’s Mission Statement and Guiding Principles
which will be the foundation on which the final recommendation to the Board will be built.
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Mr. James stated the County’s team has completed a great deal of research and discussed the importance for the County to be very
intentional about addressing this type of project. He shared the quote that staff found from The Local Government Research Collaborative
and stated staff thought it was a good table set for the conversation for today’s meeting.
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Mr. James stated that a meeting was held in February 2017 with the County’s Division Directors and Executive Directors, and there was
much discussion about the County’s initiatives for this year. He shared there is a lot of work to be done and some big projects that will add
value to the County.
He referred to the Compensation and Classification Study and along with that study is the Strategic Workforce Planning project. He
described that project as a robust effort by staff to review current employees’ skills, pending retirements, any vulnerabilities in the staff, and
what needs to be addressed in the next five to ten years from a workforce planning standpoint. He reported that approximately two weeks
ago the Executive Directors presented to the County Manager and highlighted some of the vulnerabilities they have found in their individual
service areas. He said the Strategic Workforce Planning project team plans to meet with the Executive Directors and discuss some strategies
for preparing the organization for the next five to ten years and staff development needs, training, knowledge transfer, etc.
He stated the Customer Service Standards project was a big initiative on behalf of the County. He reported that through that project, every
Union County employee was trained on what the customer service expectations are for the organization, the culture of the organization’s
4
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customer service, and what the organization values as a County in terms of how its customers should be served every day through the
services the County provides.
On the Organizational Strategic Initiatives slide Mr. James indicated that the items in the bulleted list on the left side are the County’s
strategic initiatives – the goals that the County hopes all these initiatives touch in a positive way for the organization so that it can improve
how it operates and prepares for the future.

Mr. James stated the graphic on the left side of the “Why Conduct A Compensation & Classification Study” slide creates a clear picture of
the reason for conducting the study. He stated the County has been in the labor market 21 years and not truly known where it fits from a
5
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competitive standpoint. He said the middle of the picture is where Human Resources has worked with a department or division regarding
compensation or classification issues or to address competiveness in a division or single classification level. He noted these individual
classification updates were not a full, county-wide initiative. Mr. James reviewed the Study Goals listed on the slide below. He stated it is
time to conduct a full, county-wide initiative and he believes the County will derive much benefit from that initiative.

Mr. James briefly discussed the meaning of the Union County process. He shared it is very important that the consultants understand that the
County wants something unique and something that addresses the County’s needs. He said management interviews and focus group
sessions were held to obtain employees’ feedback on how they perceive the County’s compensation and classification structure. He said the
County conducted orientations where employees could ask questions and receive answers about the study, and the County posted a FAQ
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(Frequently Asked Questions) page about Compensation and Classification on CountyConnect where employees could receive answers to
their questions online.
He said staff wanted to provide clear guidance to the consultant on county commission and county management values. He also said staff
wanted to address the organization’s current and future staffing challenges for the next five to ten years. He stated while staff has an idea of
what it believes the County will face, it wants to ensure that this study addresses those issues – retirement of managers and leaders as well as
areas where employee turnover has been or is becoming an issue.

Mr. James showed a general graphic on the slide below and stated staff works collaboratively to ensure it hears everyone and works together
as a team to build the Mission Statement and Guiding Principles. He said the County’s Vision Statement is the backdrop to the whole
program and staff wants to ensure that everything the County does fits within the Vision Statement. He said with that collaborative
approach, the Mission Statement and Guiding Principles were built. He said from that standpoint, based on conversation, a compensation
and classification program can be developed that will lead Union County into the future.
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Mr. James reviewed today’s objectives and stated the Board’s acceptance and adoption of the core principles will assist staff to develop the
final recommendation for the Board.
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Mr. James recognized Nancy Berkley, Project Manager of Evergreen Solutions, for her comments.
Ms. Berkley stated that Evergreen Solutions is based in Tallahassee, Florida, and it is recognized as a national consulting firm for the public
sector. She stated Evergreen has performed over 300 compensation and classification studies in 45 states but pointed out that it does not
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prepare “cookie cutter” compensation and classification studies. She stated it does extensive work and uses the same methodology for all
compensation studies it performs. She said Evergreen Solutions conducts very specific compensation and classification studies because it
needs to understand the position in the market in which the organization wants to be. She emphasized that she and Evergreen pride
themselves on delivering the best recommendations that are specific to the organization based on solid data collected. She stated every
organization is different and has its own unique needs, guiding principles, etc.
She shared she is not only a consultant but also has spent 30 plus years as a Human Resources Practitioner, so she brings that experience to
the table. She said she understands the practical side through implementation.

Ms. Berkley provided a list of Evergreen’s North Carolina experience and noted that she directed all of the organizations listed except for
the schools as she does not work much in the public school sector.
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Ms. Berkley discussed the public sector organizations that Evergreen has surveyed in its salary survey to obtain the external equity data.
She said this list comprises “competitors” within the general proximity of 60-70 miles. She explained that is the distance an employee could
reasonably expect to drive to another organization without having to relocate. She noted that all of the organizations have similar delivery
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demands. She said in comparing the classifications, they want to make sure they are comparing work to work. She explained the salary
survey process conducted by Evergreen.

Ms. Berkley reviewed the tasks completed in preparing the Compensation and Classification Study. She stated the employee outreach
involved all employees completing a job assessment tool to provide information regarding the work they perform. She said the information
was reviewed by the employees’ supervisors. She said they also collected information when they met with leaders to review any concerns
regarding compensation and classification for the County. She said she has been involved with these studies for approximately five years
and the results are very similar with employees saying it is stable employment; they enjoy working for Union County; and they like the
people with whom they work. She said there were some concerns, however, regarding salaries being toward the lower end of the salary
ranges and the fact that employees are performing a broader scope of service than their job description details or performing a combination
of jobs that they were not performing five or six years ago and there are concerns whether or not the job classification captured that
information and the pay. She said those concerns are consistent. She said maybe the organization is a little more on the lean side and is
trying to do more combination jobs so that needs to be taken into consideration in the study.
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She said the County’s compensation Mission Statement and Guiding Principles are very important. She stated it is important that Evergreen
understands the mission statement and principles.
She stated the internal equity was data analyzed and collected through employees completing the job assessment tool. She said from that
data they could gather what would be a compensable factor score for each classification based on compensable factors such as leadership,
decision-making, working conditions, etc. She said every classification by employee was analyzed, reviewed whether they should make any
classification changes or structure, and searched for opportunities to streamline the classification structure.
She said Evergreen considered the County’s current pay system and its ranges from the minimum to the maximum and then viewed where
employees’ salaries are in that current structure. She said there is clustering of salaries in the beginning part of the salary ranges.
Ms. Berkley reviewed the remaining tasks of the Compensation and Classification Study. She stated they will develop a new pay structure
at market that is conservative and will assign each classification they recommend from the classification structure a specific pay range so
that every classification is individually slotted, since some classifications may have been more or less behind in the market. She said
Evergreen would use data points from internal and external equity, marry the two together mathematically with regression, and establish
predicted values of where they would actually slot those positions.
She stated that recommended options for implementing the new pay structure would be developed by taking current employees’ salaries and
developing different options for recommending how to place those current employees’ salaries in a new structure. She said they will
recommend several options and will work toward the option that best fits the County’s Mission Statement and Guiding Principles from a
compensation standpoint. She remarked Evergreen would not want to give the County a recommendation that places current employees’
salaries in a new pay plan based on just those employees’ time in the classification if that is not how the County is going to crest salaries in
the future. She assured they would not give a recommendation to put employees’ salaries in the new pay plan that are counter to the
County’s Mission Statement. She said the associated annualized costs would be calculated for implementation as well.
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She stated compensation administration recommendations would be provided which includes recommendations for how often to conduct a
salary survey, what the County can do in the meantime to maintain it and its associated pay practices. She stated that Evergreen would
provide the County with a draft report, and a final revised report as well as all revised job descriptions and/or classification descriptions.
Ms. Berkley said the Mission Statement and Guiding Principles has provided, and continues to provide, Evergreen with the framework for
the study.
She mentioned that some classification titles could be less specific.
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Ms. Berkley pointed out that the level of engagement and contribution of the County’s leadership and staff has been and will be the key to a
successful study. She said Union County was the top, if not in the top three, organizations that she has worked with who give this much
attention on the front end of the study and during the study, which is excellent. She said organizations have different understandings or
ideas sometimes as to where salaries should be. She stated the salaries should be where the County wants them from a Mission Statement
and Guiding Principles standpoint.
Mr. Watson stated he believes it is fair to say the County has gotten its money’s worth from Ms. Berkley because staff has tested her every
step of the way in this project. He recapped today’s objectives and said, as Mr. James pointed out earlier, this is a very intentional process
with one thing building upon another with the Mission Statement and Guiding Principles built upon the Vision Statement of the County. He
said as Ms. Berkley alluded to, with regard to the Mission Statement and the Guiding Principles, the fact that she led a workshop for the
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Executive Directors, leadership team, and senior management where they brought together their collective ideas. He explained everybody
comes with their own perspective and experience. He said they spent a good portion of the day talking about those different perspectives
and the different expectations and then reviewed how that related to the work they do today, the Vision Statement that has been adopted by
the County, and where the County needs to go as an organization. He said a draft of a Mission Statement was crafted including many
factors that summarized the expectations going forward which developed into the Guiding Principles. He said that collaborative effort
provides the framework and foundation for the study and is not based on one person’s expectations.
He discussed the County’s Mission Statement and Guiding Principles and noted the Mission Statement directly ties to the County’s Vision
Statement. He reviewed the five Guiding Principles.
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Mr. Watson explained the first Guiding Principle is to provide a total compensation system of salary and benefits that is based on market
rates, internal equity, and the ability to fund. He said that each year compensation is a topic of conversation. He said some years it is
funded at different rates but asked how an organization makes a competitive compensation system work when there are lean years and the
County is not able to provide increases in compensation. He added there have been years where the County has been able to provide more
funding for the compensation system than it has been able to fund in other years.
He pointed out that the three statements highlighted that are the “Whys” of the principle. He stated the preservation of institutional
knowledge is a big one because the leakage of institutional knowledge can be crippling to the organization if it is not managed. He noted
there have been a number of retirements from the organization. He said going forward this will help the organization, along with the
Strategic Workforce Planning project, to preserve that institutional knowledge.
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Mr. Watson stated the second Guiding Principle is to administer sustainable, consistent county-wide practices that allow management to
hire, promote, and retain top talent. He noted that retaining competent and effective staff to ensure organizational stability ties back to the
Strategic Workforce Planning project. He said regarding reducing productivity losses and associated costs due to turnover, it is sometimes
hard to put a cost to turnover but productivity losses, especially for a public service organization such as the County, can be crippling.
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Mr. Watson stated the third Guiding Principle is to provide appropriate salary growth to market rate for competent and effective employees.
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Mr. Watson reviewed the fourth Guiding Principle is to administer a clearly defined classification structure that is streamlined and easily
understood by employees, elected officials, and the public. He said Ms. Berkley spoke to that when she stated the classification titles need
to be broader in scope than the current classification titles. He noted that defining career paths through a streamlined classification structure
ties back to the Strategic Workforce Planning project.
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Mr. Watson stated the fifth and final Guiding Principle is to review the compensation and classification structure and associated practices at
regular intervals. He stressed the importance of continuing to align and adopt this process in the future and not have it go stagnant. He said
part of what drives us and why it is necessary to do this is wrapped up in the Mission Statement that supports the strategic needs of the
County. He said with regard to developing new Administrative Guidelines, the County currently has the Personnel Resolution that gives
some general authority and provides some generally broad guidelines to the topic of compensation and the management of classification.
He noted that from time to time, however, they need to be more specific instead of getting really broad in that direction.
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Mr. Watson concluded by stating that the Mission Statement and Guiding Principles provide a framework for the final recommendations
that will be presented to the Board. He stated it is important for staff, the leadership team, and senior management to know the direction the
County is heading and how it will get there. He said the Mission Statement and Guiding Principles also give the direction needed to manage
a lean and efficient organization and provide the governing tool to ensure that the compensation and classification structure remains a
strategic focus in the future.

Mr. Watson offered to answer any questions from the Board members.
Vice Chairman Helms asked if there would be a follow-up meeting to discuss the findings in more detail. He said for example, how to
implement various options and to hear those kinds of details that Ms. Berkley mentioned.
Mr. Watson replied absolutely.
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Mrs. Coto assured that staff would not request that the Board make a decision without going through those processes.
Commissioner Lance Simpson inquired about the County’s current turnover rate and asked Mr. Watson if he had any idea what the County’s
anticipated retirement rate will be, manager level and above, five years from now.
Mr. Watson responded that the County’s general turnover rate has hovered anywhere from 10-13 percent depending on the year but, if
drilling down to division level, turnover rates might be 1-2 percent up to 20-25 percent. He said they maintain a spreadsheet to track
potential retirements so they know the areas where there are gaps and risks. He stated part of the process with the Strategic Workforce
Planning project is planning for those gaps. He said they can look at where there are gaps today and look at where there will be gaps five or
ten years from now. He stated the County can typically retire 40-60 employees a year.
Mrs. Coto interjected that she would say the County is very susceptible at the management level over the next five years.
Mr. Watson added that it is probably in the 40-50 percent range and, when they talk about management, that trails all the way down to
Division Director level.
Chairman Aikmus asked about the bench process and how the County is developing employees so when folks retire there is someone in
place. Additionally, he asked if the County was enticing education or cross training.
Mr. Watson responded that the County has a very extensive management development program that lasts anywhere from six to nine months.
He said employees are hand selected based on their performance, their ability, and their drive. He said as of last year, every supervisor has
completed that program. He said this is the fourth year of that program. He remarked that the program has reaped benefits as there have
been a number of individuals who have been promoted to Division Director or Executive Director in the organization who completed that
program. He stated in a lean organization there might be folks who are great technicians, are subject matter experts, and are great at the
technical, professional work they do but they may not have been exposed to budget development or some of the soft skills/management
skills needed to be the leader. He stated these folks are asked how they see themselves in the organization and how others see them and are
asked a lot of introspective type questions that develop them as managers and leaders. He stated the County has some nationally recognized
speakers who come in and provide this training. He said the County utilizes the universities that are close by and last week a professor from
Queens College was here for a couple of days. He expressed it is a good program and pointed out it would be hard to find that type program
anywhere else.
Chairman Aikmus asked if that was an ongoing program.
Mr. Watson responded it is an ongoing annual program.
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Chairman Aikmus asked how often new employees are enrolled in the program.
Mr. Watson replied annually and stated it takes a year for an employee to complete the process.
Mrs. Coto said program participants are the County’s emerging leaders and first-time supervisors, but the program also serves as additional
training for Division Directors and sometimes training for Executive Directors when the County is trying to resource its dollars to the best
possible use. She said the County also has other general training of skill sets through the community college such as Microsoft and Excel.
She said she would be happy to share with the Board all of the training programs the County has as there is a variety of training options the
County offers and has developed over the last four years. She said she gives a great deal of credit to Human Resources and to Donna
D’Alessandro who heads up this program. She said the program is kind of married with the whole Workforce Strategic Plan because it has a
two-fold approach. She said they are determining where there are existing gaps in the organization, where skill sets are needed to meet the
needs of the community, what employees could potentially leave the organization and how to handle the transfer of knowledge to make sure
those are not the only person with that knowledge base. She said staff has been working on this and the initial presentations to her were
about two weeks ago and, as Mr. James indicated, they are going back to each of the Executive Directors and will continue to build upon
that so they know where they need to add specific skill sets within the organization.
Chairman Aikmus stated at the end of the training program, he would be curious if, of those folks who completed that training, the County is
retaining those employees or if the County is training them to go find other jobs due to a lack of compensation.
Mr. Watson responded he believes in large part the County retains the employees and shared that for some employees it is an eye opener.
He said some employees think they want more responsibility. He stated they have had a couple of employees who have indicated they want
to be a manager or a supervisor and then they attend the training and determine they are in over their head or maybe it is not what they really
want to do. He said otherwise they are very talented and have a lot of skills at what they do, but they decide that going into management is
not what they want to do. He said the program helps the organization identify where it might have gaps that would otherwise not be known.
Chairman Aikmus asked how often the compensation and classification studies typically occur in some of the peer organizations.
Mr. Watson responded five years would be as quickly as an organization could do it, but ten years is probably the average.
Ms. Berkley interjected that five years is what Evergreen recommends. She said there could be a simple compensation update completed at
three years and not necessarily the full classification update.
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Mr. Watson said it has been alluded to a couple of times so far that what has made this particular project different is it has been such a
collaborative effort and has been a pleasure to work on. He said from what he hears taking place in other peer organizations where the
process is either driven by one person or one department, it sometimes does not have the outcome that the organization needs or wants.
Chairman Aikmus stated with the County not having a compensation and classification study for 20 years, the County may be facing an
astronomical amount to bring employees up to market wages. He asked if the options will be one-year, multi-year, etc.
Mrs. Coto responded she would anticipate the County would probably have to do something similar to what was done with the Sheriff’s
Office which was a multi-year implementation and stated there are different strategies that can be implemented with present employees and
where they are in the pay band and, if they have compression issues, how those compression issues can be eased. She stated there is an
affordability component to this as well. She said the County wants to be competitive and there needs to be internal equity but there also has
to be an ability to fund the program.
Chairman Aikmus said he did not want to go all the way through this study and then receive a price tag and all of a sudden have buyer’s
remorse.
Mrs. Coto responded she has been through these studies in a couple of other organizations before and those organizations were always able
to manage the price tag through the implementation phase so that it was affordable.
Commissioner Lance Simpson stated he has been through several of these studies as well and he found that not everyone across the board
will receive an increase and some employees will find they are at the top end of their range. He said not everyone is going to get an increase
but it will be kind of a blend.
Mrs. Coto stated that has been her experience as well. She said all of the workforce may anticipate it will receive an increase, but some
were a little above, some were at market, and some were below market.
Chairman Aikmus stated he assumed there are ranges for each of the classifications.
Mrs. Coto confirmed there are ranges for each of the classifications.
Chairman Aikmus asked if the study will identify if that range is where it should be.
Mrs. Coto responded Evergreen will probably recommend the ranges be changed – the minimums and maximums of the ranges – and then
assign classifications to each of those ranges which may be very different from the classifications assigned currently to those ranges.
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Chairman Aikmus stated he thought Ms. Berkley mentioned earlier that this would be aligned similar to how the government has Class I or
Class III wherein if an employee wants to look at learning something different and they are looking at a Class III, they know they are still in
the same range.
Ms. Berkley responded she was not certain if that was the way she had said it. She cited as an example, clerical positions that are uniquely
classified in some areas in a department that are doing something specific, but the content of the essential duties have different levels. She
said, therefore, Evergreen has determined broad classification titles for those such as Admin I, II, III, and IV. She said if there were an
opportunity in another department for an Admin IV, they could read the essential duties as opposed to having a unique title that is not very
clear.
Commissioner Lance Simpson asked if a reduction in the number of classifications is expected.
Mr. Watson responded there could be a slight reduction in the number of classifications.
Mrs. Coto stated there are approximately 300 classifications currently.
Ms. Berkley stated the County has done quite a good job with its classification structure and there may be some reduction in classifications
but nothing dramatic.
Mrs. Coto said the County’s current system has an Administrative Secretary-Public Works and an Administrative Secretary-Legal and each
of those are separate classifications. She said Evergreen reviewed those classifications and said the core functions are the same so having an
Administrative Secretary I, II, and III may make more sense based on the level of responsibility and provide the County with some ability
for upward mobility that it does not have with the current system.
Vice Chairman Helms asked if the I, II, and III would each have a salary range.
Mr. Watson confirmed each classification would have its own salary range.
Vice Chairman Helms asked if Human Resources conducts exit interviews when employees leave the organization.
Mr. Watson confirmed that exit interviews are done.
Vice Chairman Helms asked of that 10-13 percent turnover that Mr. Watson mentioned earlier how many leave for salary.
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Mr. Watson responded that the exit surveys have been voluntary up until recently when the process was revamped. He stated it is now
more of a structured process than it was in the past and better information is being collected than in the past. He said from the employees
who completed the survey in the past, which was totally voluntary, probably 50 percent would check the block that they were leaving for
more money in addition to other reasons. He explained that the survey asked for the employee to select the top three reasons and remarked
that money is checked 50 percent of the time. He stated that it is an issue.
Chairman Aikmus stated he certainly supports something the County has not done in 20 years and thinks the County owes it to the
employees of this organization to examine that and at least be at market wage. He added the County not only owes it to the employees but
to the citizens of the County to ensure the County is maintaining the best employees so they can get the job that they are here to do done as
efficiently and as timely as they can.
Chairman Aikmus moved to accept and adopt the proposed compensation and classification Mission Statement and Guiding Principles as
recorded below. The motion passed unanimously.
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With there being no further comments or discussion, at approximately 5:32 p.m., Chairman Aikmus moved to recess the special meeting and
reconvene in the first floor conference room at 5:45 p.m. The motion passed unanimously.
The Commissioners moved to the First Floor Conference Room, and, at approximately 5:45 p.m., the Chairman reconvened the special
meeting and moved that the Board go into closed session for the following purposes:
1) to discuss matters relating to the location or expansion of industries or other businesses including agreement on a tentative list of
economic development incentives in accordance with G.S. 143-318.11(a)(4);
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2) to establish, or to instruct the public body’s staff or negotiating agents concerning the position to be taken by or on behalf of the public
body in negotiating the price and other material terms of a contract or proposed contract for the acquisition of real property in accordance
with G.S. 143-318.11(a)(5) in connection with the following property: property owned by Shirley S. Smith, Lovene S. Greene, Steven R.
Simpson, Deane S. Reid, and Troy W. Simpson, described by deed recorded in Book 1157, Page 663 of the Union County Registry, tax map
number 08-051-010, for the possible use as a water treatment plant site for Union County Public Works; and
3) to consult with an attorney in order to preserve the attorney-client privilege in accordance with G.S. 143-318.11(a)(3).
The motion passed unanimously.
At the conclusion of the closed session, at approximately 6:48 p.m., in open session, Chairman Aikmus moved to adjourn the special
meeting. The motion passed unanimously.
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